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Executive Summary
Malicious cyber activities are increasing worldwide and getting increasingly more
sophisticated. Individuals, businesses, and governments explore different ways of
tackling this development, for example, through developing policies to counter or
mitigate cyber threats. One promising instrument for doing so is cybersecurity exercises. Different cybersecurity exercises (e.g., red team/blue team exercises, cyber
wargames, workshops, tabletop exercises, and simulations) can address different
audiences and goals – from examining technical responses by critical infrastructure providers to assessing diplomatic responses to a cyber incident. To grasp the
potential of cybersecurity exercises – particularly for policy work – it is important to
explore the different types of exercises in more detail.
The paper first highlights defining features of each cybersecurity exercise type to
emphasize each type’s advantages. Workshops, for example, are speculative, collaborative, and can improve understanding between different actors. Meanwhile, simulations can replicate reality as much as possible using digital networks, which helps
simulate attacks and the reactions to such attacks. Secondly, the different exercise
types are applied to different stages of the policy cycle – a cycle mapping policy
work from defining a problem to the implementation and evaluation of a policy - to
explore reasons for using them at certain stages of policy work. Simulations, for example, are particularly beneficial to use when implementing or evaluating a policy,
for example, for testing its effectiveness.
The paper creates a simple guide for exploring the potential application of cybersecurity exercises for policy work and for strategically using them. It is recommended
to go through a three-step process to find whether cybersecurity exercises are an
instrument to be used for a specific policy objective.
1) Firstly, scope out the policy work – consider the policy work at hand and the target
audience to be reached.
2) Secondly, identify the stage of use – identify where the policy work is best situated on the policy cycle.
3) Thirdly, consider the defining features of cybersecurity exercise types and identify
which exercise type is the best to achieve the policy work goal.
Ultimately, the paper highlights that cybersecurity exercises are an instrument that
decision-makers should consider when developing cybersecurity policies and/or
aiming to achieve different cybersecurity policy goals.
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Introduction
Malicious cyber activities1 are increasing worldwide and getting increasingly more
sophisticated.2 This development presents a challenge to individuals, businesses, and governments, resulting in the need for cooperation between stakeholders
to mitigate these threats, respond to them, and become more resilient.3 To counter
such cyber threats, decision-makers aim to find instruments to enhance the cyber
threats’ prevention, detection and the reaction and response to them to mitigate the
impact of malicious activities and respond effectively.4 Over the years, stakeholders
have, therefore, implemented different instruments to do this and to achieve various
complementary goals in their cybersecurity policies and strategies.5 One instrument
that enables decision-makers to create better cybersecurity policies is exercises.6
Different types of cybersecurity exercises are defined in the literature.7 This paper
explores these five cybersecurity exercise types: cyber wargames, red team/blue
team exercises, workshops, tabletop exercises, and simulations. Although most of
these exercises are also used in other policy fields, such as workshops or tabletop
exercises, this paper focuses on cybersecurity and using these exercises for cybersecurity.
Implementing cybersecurity exercises can serve different purposes. It can, for example, help decision-makers enhance their understanding of cyber threats, challenges,
and opportunities or create more effective cyber responses by ensuring information
sharing and collaboration among many different actors. Cybersecurity exercises
could help improve skills for handling cyber incidents on technical, legal, or policy
levels.8 Also, cybersecurity exercises can be used to achieve specific policy purposes – for example, an increased understanding of cybersecurity-related matters and
policies – and as a means to make policy, for example, drafting or evaluating policies.
Therefore, cybersecurity exercises are used by a range of stakeholders that include
governments, the private sector, civil society, and universities or think tanks, among
others.9 The exercises are usually beneficial for creating or testing policy to accelerate policy understanding or for leadership to better understand their role in
a national response plan. Crucially, cybersecurity exercises enhance participants’
knowledge of the functioning of and interrelation between digital infrastructures,
legal frameworks, and policy requirements.
Despite the potential benefits of cybersecurity exercises, several challenges come
with using them. Practitioners are not automatically familiar with exercises as an instrument for cybersecurity and vice versa; exercise experts might be unaware of cybersecurity-related topics.10 Hence, it might be difficult for decision-makers, such
as policymakers, to understand the various potential applications of cybersecurity
policy exercises. In addition, many different types of exercises can address multiple
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purposes and contexts. Cybersecurity exercises are used for policy, technical, legal,
communication, or even educational purposes – sometimes simultaneously.
It is, however, necessary to have a better understanding of cybersecurity exercises to fully grasp the potential use cases for policy work – not just to reach policy
objectives but also enhance policy development processes. This paper examines
cybersecurity exercises as an instrument for policy work. First, it sets out the different types of cybersecurity exercises and explores their respective features. This
approach enables a better understanding of their advantages, particularly for policy
work. Second, the paper discusses cybersecurity exercises along the policy cycle
to guide decision-makers regarding when and how to utilize exercises effectively. A
more precise understanding of the cybersecurity exercise types, their differentiation, and their use, particularly for policy work, could add to making cybersecurity
exercises more recognized as an instrument to be implemented in the policy context
and achieve the desired policy outcomes.

7
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1. The Potential and Challenges of Cybersecurity
Exercises
As instruments of training, exercises have a long tradition that dates back beyond
antiquity. They became a teaching method at business schools in the 1950s and
spread into qualitative fields like policy in the 1990s.11 Exercises offer an active
learning experience independent of their intended purpose and use. Cybersecurity
also benefits from such an active and experiential learning tool. Cybersecurity exercises give participants the opportunity “to use skills, techniques, tools and policy
frameworks”12 in a practical environment rather than “simply memorizing information.”13 This active learning experience contributes to a better understanding of real-life circumstances.14
The literature defines different types of cybersecurity exercises.15 This paper focuses on cyber wargames, red team/blue team exercises, workshops, tabletop exercises, and simulations. Most of the exercises discussed here, such as workshops or
tabletop exercises, can be or are also being used in other policy fields. In this paper,
they are discussed solely in the context of cybersecurity, and are described as “cybersecurity exercises” as others have done before.16
These cybersecurity exercise types can work with (hypothetical) scenarios that
might or might not include a policy dimension. Scenarios are a foresight17 method of
telling stories about possible future conditions and the path toward them.18 Cybersecurity exercises can use technical infrastructure and a “virtual or secured digital
network”19 (such as simulations), or they can use a discussion-based format, such
as in the case of tabletop exercises. Discussion-based exercises can be run virtually
through digital platforms and instruments, which is particularly important during
the COVID-19 pandemic. It is also possible to use more technical exercises, such
as red team/blue team exercises or simulations, to work on policy topics and vice
versa. Discussion-based exercises can also be used to discuss technical issues. A
general understanding of the technical environment and the impact of cybersecurity
incidents is also necessary for policy-based cybersecurity exercises.
Cybersecurity exercises can serve technical, policy, legal, educational, or communication purposes, sometimes simultaneously, and focus on the tactical, operational,
or strategic level of decision-making. Different types of cybersecurity exercises can
further be applied to various target groups of participants and can even be combined.
Cybersecurity exercises can, for example, enable decision-makers to “test existing
emergency plans, target specific weaknesses, increase cooperation between different sectors, identify interdependencies (...). Cyber exercises are [also] important
instruments to assess preparedness of a community against (...) cyber-attacks and
emergencies.”20 The international cyber defense exercise, Locked Shields,21 organ-
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ized by the NATO Cooperative Cyber Defence Centre of Excellence (CCDCOE), is an
example of exercise that combines technical decision-making and defense of national IT systems with other purposes, such as strategic decision-making.22 While
Locked Shields is targeted at military personnel and strategic decision-makers, the
Cyber 9/12 Strategy Challenge,23 developed by the Atlantic Council, focuses purely
on policy. It challenges students to think of potential courses of action and, thus,
policies to mitigate an international cyber incident.24
Different types of cybersecurity exercises with different purposes and target groups
offer great potential as training instruments tailorable to specific needs. However,
unlike other more traditional instruments applied in policy work, such as awareness
activities or setting IT security standards,25 it can be challenging to understand the
field and grasp the instrument’s potential for a particular purpose for policy work.
As with other policy instruments, a certain level of methodological expertise, such
as choosing the right exercise types for the targeted purposes, is necessary. Cybersecurity experts are often unfamiliar with exercises as tools for cybersecurity policy,
and experts on exercises might not be aware of cybersecurity-related matters.26 The
cybersecurity exercise types being used should not prevent decision-makers unfamiliar with the instrument from considering implementing them in the cybersecurity
policy life cycle. A clear understanding of the different cybersecurity exercise types
and their differences in use helps cybersecurity exercises gain more recognition as
instruments for policy work.

9
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2. Cybersecurity Exercise Types and Defining
Features
Each cybersecurity exercise type, from cyber wargames to simulations, has certain
defining features that highlight its advantages and emphasize differences between
cybersecurity exercise types.

RB

Red Team/Blue Team
Red team/blue team exercises are interactive cybersecurity exercises used to simulate attacks. The goal is to assess an “organization’s existing security capabilities
and identify areas of improvement in a low-risk environment”27 and, thus, test technical systems and operational techniques, tactics, and procedures in incident response and cyber operations. The red team acts as an adversary and aims to compromise target systems. The blue team is a defender aiming to “identify, assess
and respond to the intrusion.”28 Red team/blue team exercises’ target groups are
usually government, military, or private-sector entities using these exercises to test
technical attack and defense processes. The exercises have the defining feature of
compromising systems that test whether the defense is good enough and explore
potential weaknesses.

Red team/blue team exercises for policy work – the author’s example: Red
team/blue team exercises mainly test technical systems (for example, their effectiveness). Testing systems ultimately also tests the underlying policies that
aim to protect the systems.

CW

Cyber Wargames
Cyber wargames explore “how human decisions relate to cyber actions and effects.”29 These wargames can be “categorized as games with cyber and games about
cyber30.” Generally, wargames are “analytic games that simulate aspects of warfare
at the tactical, operational, or strategic level. They are used to examine warfighting
concepts, train and educate commanders and analysts, explore scenarios, and assess how force planning and posture choices affect campaign outcomes.”31 While
wargames traditionally come from a military context and focus on the military’s involvement in conflict, cyber wargames are often used beyond the military context
and by other stakeholders. Cyber wargames have to consider specific aspects of
cyberspace; for example, most of the technology is owned privately. Therefore, the
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main target groups of cyber wargames are government, military, and business officials who use this cybersecurity exercise to improve strategic human decision-making. Moreover, they are also used by other stakeholders, for example, universities,
to offer students an active learning experience to learn about cyber defense tools.
Cyber wargames have several defining features that differentiate them from other
exercise types: They particularly focus on attack and defense scenarios. Its core is
the idea of a conflict or rivalry with (often) geopolitical implications between different entities. Therefore, they have a broader focus than red team/blue team exercises, which test technical attack and defense processes rather than focusing on the
strategic decision-making context.

Cyber wargames for policy work – the author’s example: Cyber wargames, as a
special type of wargame, are particularly useful to look at hypothetical gaps in
future policy in the context of cyber defense. This does not only apply to the military but also the private sector. In cyber defense, the private sector is responsible for defending its systems. Hence, the private sector needs to analyze its
cyber defense posture in a geopolitical context similar to how the military does
in traditional wargames. On a strategic level, cyber wargames can also compare different policies and hold them against each other. Private sector entities
also apply cyber wargames to, for example, think strategically about potential
market shifts or competitors’ actions. Cyber wargames are also useful for determining how certain cybersecurity components or factors influence existing
policies or defense strategies.

W

Workshops
Workshops offer the opportunity “to hold constructive discussions during which
[participants] work through a theoretical scenario, considering implications, procedures, interdependencies, and decisions.”32 Workshops are, thus, for example, used
by academia, civil society, or government entities, which constitute the target group,
to develop policies and procedures. Workshops exhibit a number of defining features: They are speculative, collaborative, and open-ended and can improve understanding between different actors; thus, they even offer the opportunity to break up
silos.

Workshops for policy work – the author’s example: With regard to policy work,
workshops can be used to identify problems and their implications. Due to their
discussion-based nature, they also allow room to break up silos between different stakeholders and look at a scenario from different angles. Workshops offer
a setting within which to discuss policies, learn from the exchange with others,
and develop new ideas and policy options.
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T

Tabletop Exercises
Tabletop exercises are defined as discussion-based exercises in which participants
play fictional roles or assume the roles they have in real life; they “gather to work
through a [hypothetical] scenario and existing procedures for responding to it. Typically, a facilitator will guide them through, with participants assuming specific roles
and describing the steps they take and the decisions they make as the scenario
unfolds. Such exercises are particularly useful for ensuring preparedness and familiarity with the procedures.”33 Tabletop exercises are, for example, run by government actors or civil society organizations to practice responsibilities and clear communication in the event of a cyber incident, among other purposes. The following
features define tabletop exercises: They entail a hypothetical scenario constructed
as realistically as possible. They offer a very effective means of identifying responsibilities in a cyber incident. Tabletop exercises assist in exploring those responsibilities. Therefore, private sector companies and critical infrastructure owners and
operators also run internal tabletop exercises focusing on cybersecurity to ensure
they know who is responding and what their responsibilities are.

Tabletop exercises for policy work – the author’s example: Tabletop exercises
are suitable for finding and demonstrating specific policy problems, particularly because participants usually play their real-life roles. Tabletop exercises are
also used to develop and test processes or specific policies to see who takes on
which responsibilities. Decision-makers can, for example, use tabletop exercises to test staff members’ compliance with policies.

S

Simulations
Simulations are cybersecurity exercises that “replicate real world situations,”34
meaning that participants are exposed to scenarios to make them react or respond
to them. These scenarios might be similar to real-world events or entirely fictional
ones but are constructed as authentically as possible. Simulations also entail environments with a “virtual or secured digital network in which to conduct exercises
using real tools and techniques,”35 making them even more realistic and differentiating them from other exercises such as tabletop exercises. With a digital network,
the experience is as close to a real event as possible.
Simulations are used, for example, by the government, private sector, or academia
to improve communication, cooperation, and procedures. Simulations have several
defining features. They simulate reality as much as possible using a “virtual or secured digital network.”36 They allow for testing specific hypotheses and playing out
unexpected events or responses in a safe environment. Simulations are also useful
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for learning how one step in a process affects the next. Additionally, (parts of) the
simulation can be replayed under different conditions to investigate different outcomes. It must be well understood that their value is directly linked to the “reality”
and complexity grade of the underlying simulation model.

Simulations for policy work – the author’s example: Simulations offer the possibility of testing processes and current policies by using a “virtual or secured
digital network”37 and simulating reality. In contrast to red team/blue team exercises or tabletop exercises, simulations allow for policy testing using a virtual
model of networks and including technical tests while simultaneously allowing
for the testing of operative or strategic questions. It is also possible to operationalize policy objectives through simulations and, for example, determine the
time and resources necessary to fulfill certain policy objectives. Simulations
can also show how the policy response impacts the technical response.

Defining Features of Cybersecurity Exercise Types
Red Team/Blue
Team Exercises

Cyber
Wargames

RB

CW

Compromise
systems

Attack and defense
scenarios

Explore potential
weaknesses

Conflict or rivalry
with (often)
geopolitical
implications

Workshops

W

Speculative

T

Simulations

S

Hypothetical
scenario

Simulate using
digital networks

Open-ended

Identify
responsibilities

Test policies

Improve
understanding
between actors

Explore
responsibilities

Collaborative

Break up silos
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2.1 Cybersecurity Exercise Types – Mix and Match

T+W

S+CW

Each cybersecurity exercise type has defining features and respective advantages, which make certain cybersecurity exercise types more useful for certain policy
purposes than others. However, different types of cybersecurity exercises can also
be used complementarily. This permits decision-makers to benefit from their combined features. Decision-makers might, for example, decide to plan the subject matter and structure of a tabletop exercise in a pre-exercise workshop. This way, they
will benefit from the open-ended nature of the workshop format for planning the
tabletop exercise and from the feature of tabletop exercises to work on hypothetical scenarios constructed as authentically as possible. Another example of complementary use is combining cyber wargames and simulations. Decision-makers can,
for example, apply cyber wargames to identify weaknesses in their defense strategies and use simulations to make the exercises as real as possible using a “virtual
or secured digital network.”38
In addition to the complementary use of cybersecurity exercises, it is possible that
the respective features of exercise types can overlap and are, thus, not completely
distinct from one another. Cyber wargames and red team/blue team exercises have
similar features. For example, both exercises focus on attack and defense scenarios.
Since some features overlap, it helps look at each cybersecurity exercise type’s defining features for specific guidance.
Therefore, the use of cybersecurity exercises for policy work not only includes single
exercise types but also how to combine them, if suitable, and how to benefit from
their combined features. To better explore their features, the following section assigns the cybersecurity exercise types to different stages of the policy cycle. This
approach can show how their different defining features are used to achieve various
policy work goals in the respective stages.
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3. Cybersecurity Exercises and the Policy Cycle
After introducing different cybersecurity exercises and their defining features, it is
worth examining potential applications for different cybersecurity exercise types
along the policy cycle. This enables a better understanding of use cases for policy
work and shows that cybersecurity exercises can achieve policy objectives and also
to also develop policy.
The policy cycle consists of (1) “problem definition and agenda setting,” (2) “policy
formulation,” (3) “policy adoption,” (4) “policy implementation,” and (5) “policy evaluation39.” This chapter addresses the use of cybersecurity exercises in each stage.

Policy
Cycle
Stages
Policy
Evaluation

Policy
Implementation

Problem Definition and
Agenda Setting

Policy
Formulation

Policy
Adoption

Each policy cycle stage serves different purposes. Hence, the uses of different cybersecurity exercise types vary. Through hypothetical use cases, the different types
are explored along the cycle. The use cases are not exhaustive due to the versatile
nature of cybersecurity exercises as an instrument. Moreover, they provide a means
to examine the potential of one particular cybersecurity exercise type for each respective stage of policy work. The different cybersecurity exercise types are discussed separately to highlight their individual benefits. Hence, one should consider
that it is, of course, possible to combine different cybersecurity exercise types, as
shown in chapter 3.1, to benefit from their combined features. Decision-makers will
generally be able to identify where their policy work purpose can be played on the
policy cycle. Exploring this is useful for guiding decision-makers to potential cybersecurity exercises that could be used to achieve the policy work purpose. This means
that decision-makers can start at any stage and, from there, identify a cybersecurity
exercise type that works best for their policy work.
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3.1 The “Problem Definition and Agenda Setting” Stage
The “problem definition and agenda setting” stage consists of two phases: The first
phase focuses on identifying problems, while in the second phase, these problems
are assigned relevance for action. This means that some topics are placed on the
(political) agenda and, therefore, addressed by the government, while others are
not.40 Different stakeholders can also use the “agenda setting” phase to put their
topics and ideas on the agenda. Because of two different objectives followed at this
stage, the respective objective of each use case is highlighted. Due to their defining
features (1) red team/blue team exercises, (2) cyber wargames, and (3) workshops
are particularly useful at this stage for supporting the main objectives in this policy
phase, problem definition and agenda setting, by creating awareness of the underlying problems.
RB

Red Team/Blue Team Exercises
Red team/blue team exercises are particularly beneficial at this stage for identifying
systemic weaknesses in digital systems and identifying whether these weaknesses
occur due to current policies.
Hypothetical Use Case
“Demonstrating Infrastructure Weaknesses Resulting From Missing Or Inadequate Policies”: Identifying weaknesses or vulnerabilities in systems
can be done by giving attackers, played by participants of the exercise,
the opportunity to attack the system. As part of this stage of the exercise,
the red team could, for example, try to compromise critical national infrastructure components. Naturally, it is better to detect weaknesses as early as possible. Participants are then asked to what extent the weaknesses
are due to missing/inadequate policies. This is why red team/blue team
exercises should already be used at such an early stage of the cycle: Only
by demonstrating existing weaknesses, which equal problems, can decision-makers mitigate these weaknesses in the long run by, for example,
adjusting policies.

CW

Cyber Wargames
Cyber wargames can be applied to the policy cycle’s “problem definition and agenda-setting” stage as they offer the analytical means to think through attack and
defense scenarios while (often) considering geopolitical implications, helping to
identify problems and set them on the agenda. Regarding current and historical scenarios, cyber wargames are tools that permit decision-makers to understand the
status quo to better prepare for an unknown future or learn from the past.
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Hypothetical Use Cases
“Demonstrate Potential Resource Problems”: One can use cyber wargames
to identify problems that could arise by playing through conflict scenarios,
for example, a cyber espionage operation on critical infrastructure networks. Defenders, such as critical infrastructure owners or providers, can
explore different responses to such attacks targeting their systems. By
doing so, they can determine the extent to which their defense strategies
and capabilities can respond to attack scenarios. For example, it might
become clear that personnel, knowledge, experience, and skills are inadequately prepared to respond to possible attacks. Therefore, cyber wargames are also a means of thinking through conflict scenarios to prepare
defenses.
“Discussing the Role of The Military”: Most cyber incidents are below the
threshold of armed conflict, and when it comes to large-scale incidents,
military involvement is not clearly defined in all countries. Moreover, in
some countries, the military needs to work with civilian organizations to
prevent and respond to cyber incidents. At the “agenda-setting” phase,
cyber wargames can define different stakeholders’ roles, beyond the military, in national defense. This is increasingly important considering the
prevalence of non-combative techniques, such as disinformation campaigns by threat actors. A cyber wargame helps increase awareness about
open strategic questions, for example, regarding the role of private sector
entities for national defense, and eventually pushes policymakers to reflect on solutions. This process contributes to emphasizing the urgency of
the problems identified. By including senior decision-makers in the process, those open questions are put on the agenda.
W

Workshops
Workshops are applied at the “problem definition and agenda-setting” stage of the
cycle to understand and analyze emerging problems. Due to their collaborative, discussion-based nature, participants can use this type of exercise to identify cybersecurity policy landscape problems and define the most pressing ones. The discussion-based workshop process offers the opportunity to define problems further and
prioritize them by importance.
Hypothetical Use Case
“Identifying and Prioritizing Problems”: A country that undergoes digital
transformation may not have clearly defined what kind of cybersecurity
problems come with it. In this case, a workshop is used to examine different theoretical scenarios for dealing with digital transformation issues.
The format allows for a safe space that gives room for thought exper-
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iments and speculative ideas, broadening the perspective on a specific
topic. Participants could, for example, examine how the distribution of
information and communication systems lead to new vulnerabilities for
business or government systems. They could also map vulnerabilities and
possible attack vectors targeting these vulnerabilities as a foundation for
better preparedness.

3.2 The “Policy Formulation” Stage
Once the problems are defined, prioritized, and put on a decision maker’s agenda,
the next stage in the policy cycle is “policy formulation.” The “policy formulation”
stage “deals with the elaboration of alternatives of action (...)”41 and “involves the
definition, discussion, acceptation or rejection of feasible courses of action for coping with policy problems.”42 This includes writing policy proposals and defining policy objectives and suitable policy instruments.43 Due to their defining features, it is
particularly effective to implement the following exercises at this stage: (1) cyber
wargames, (2) workshops, (3) tabletop exercises, and (4) simulations. These exercise
types contribute to the main goal in this policy phase: to clarify the details of a respective policy.
CW

Cyber Wargames
At this stage, cyber wargames may be applied to elaborate on courses of action involving cybersecurity incidents in conflict or below the threshold of conflict to tackle problems defined or put on the agenda in the previous policy cycle stage. Through
cyber wargames, different players’ roles can be discussed and defined in detail.
Hypothetical Use Case
“Interdependencies Clarified”: Decision-makers may have realized that
there is an interdependence between civil and military actors involved in
responding to a conflict situation that needs to be further defined through
policies. Decision-makers can now apply cyber wargames to think through
solutions and address unclear interdependencies. At this stage, cyber
wargames specifically offer the opportunity to play through response scenarios in which the military relies on civil actors or vice versa. Through this,
participants can realize how new policies need to be formulated, for example, what information-sharing policies must be implemented.

18
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W

Workshops
At this stage, workshops can be particularly useful for breaking up silos between
actors. For example, in election security, which relies on the cooperation of many
stakeholders inside and outside of the government, using workshops for policy formulation can create cooperation and enable the inclusion of different suggestions
from all parties before policies are even written. Workshops offer the possibility of
creating mutual understanding – for example, through letting participants discuss
their roles and considering different solutions for one problem.
Hypothetical Use Case
“Who Does What in Election Security”: Decision-makers could, for example, plan a multi-stakeholder workshop with participants from the government, civil society, academia, and the private sector to discuss how
to improve election security as a joint effort between public, private, and
civil institutions.44 The foundation of such discussions could, for example,
be a hypothetical scenario of a cyber operation on election infrastructure.
Discussing this scenario would help stakeholders understand what everyone’s role is and gather the knowledge for solutions from different sectors.
Through such an exercise, policies for more effective cooperation between
public, private, and civil institutions could be formulated – for example,
how to best protect the accounts of politicians by creating policies of cooperation between the government and major tech companies for prevention strategies and in case of incidents. Decision-makers can, thus, analyze ways of tackling a problem that is identified and talk through policy
options that might not be brought to the table in other environments or
circumstances without involving a number of different stakeholders talking through the same scenario.

T

Tabletop Exercises
At this stage, tabletops can be used to formulate a clear strategy by playing through
different scenarios and assigning different responsibilities and their impact along
the way. The discussion-based nature of tabletop exercises helps decision-makers
understand where roles and responsibilities could lie in an incident. The lessons
that are drawn from the exercise can then contribute to shaping the policy.
Hypothetical Use Case
“Working on Incident Response”: Decision-makers from the government
or private sector could, for example, use a tabletop exercise to develop
an incident response plan with clearly defined responsibilities. The key
element of the plan is the clear assignment of roles and responsibilities
to stakeholders, which might vary and change in the exercise to determine
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what impact the assignment of different lead responsibilities has in case
of an incident. Tabletop exercises can allow decision-makers to determine
where roles and responsibilities should reside. In the same context, decision-makers could also use tabletop exercises to identify the threshold
when an incident response plan becomes active and what or who would
trigger it. This ultimately helps to improve and finalize an incident response plan by extracting lessons learned from the exercise.
S

Simulations
Simulations can be used at this stage to assess how a cybersecurity policy changes
specific factors or circumstances. When discussing how a particular policy could
look at this stage of the cycle, simulations can also be used to operationalize resources needed to achieve policy objectives and assess what effects certain policy
changes would have due to its ability to simulate a real-world environment as much
as possible. During simulations, it is possible to adjust the controls to see different
outcomes or impacts of the cybersecurity policy. Simulations allow participants to
play roles other than their profession to make stakeholders experience a cyber incident from a different perspective. This can improve cooperation and communication
between stakeholders, such as those from different sectors. This may enable them
to better understand other actors’ needs in certain situations.
Hypothetical Use Case
“Pre-testing a Policy Instrument”: When formulating a detailed policy, decision-makers must be aware of the resources required to implement the
respective policy and fulfill certain objectives. For example, suppose a national government aims to create security mechanisms that protect the
election infrastructure proactively, such as implementing a penetration
test. Government officials could simulate a penetration test of a virtual
representation of the specific election’s infrastructure. That way, decision-makers can better assess how much time or which specific skill sets
a penetration test needs. A simulation could reveal that the government
lacks specialists who understand the threat landscape and potential risks
to the government systems. This finding could then lead to policy formulation adaptations, such as including adjusted training for staff members.
It could even lead to choosing a different policy instrument than that used
in the simulation if it did not meet the expected objectives.
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3.3 The “Policy Adoption” Stage
After the policy has been formulated, the responsible institutions, such as legislative
or executive bodies,45 must approve and adopt it. For instance, adoption decisions
depend on party affiliation or a specific policy’s costs and benefits.46 This stage demands support to be secured; a majority or consensus among actors is necessary to
adopt the policy. Due to their defining features, (1) cyber wargames and (2) tabletop
exercises are particularly effective to implement at this stage. These exercise types
can contribute to this policy phase’s main goal: a formulated policy’s final adoption
or approval.
CW

Cyber Wargames
Cyber wargames are particularly useful to implement at this stage of the policy cycle as they can contribute to bringing a policy dealing with (geopolitical) conflict to
final approval. Decision-makers can use cyber wargames to play through scenarios, focusing particularly on showing stakeholders how the policy and its elements
work. Doing so can convince them of a policy’s benefits, for example, by showing how
the outcome differs from the current policy’s potential responses. Ultimately, this
can contribute to majority and consensus-building. This is particularly important
for (cyber) conflict policies due to their potentially grave geopolitical implications,
interdependencies on different sectors and stakeholders, and potential links to other domains. Cyber wargames also offer opportunities to extract lessons learned to
finalize the policy.
Hypothetical Use Case
“Reaction to Cyber Incidents by the Military”: Suppose a country was already in conflict with another state and has now been attacked by its cyber operation. A new policy is on the table: reacting with traditional means
of warfare to this cyber attack when in conflict. Using wargaming can help
one explore how adopting this new policy affects strategic posture and
the possible risk of escalation. It also allows discussions on how the new
policy could impact current policies, strategies, and processes that are already implemented, such as applying international law and norms in this
regard.

T

Tabletop Exercises
At this stage of the policy cycle, tabletop exercises can bring a policy forward for
final adoption due to their defining feature, which allows the participants to play
through how responsibilities would work in a cyber incident. A tabletop exercise that
includes decision-makers who have to implement the policy could show how the
policy will work, bring the response process to life, show policy features, and dis-
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cuss how it differs from the status quo. Decision-makers can also just shadow such
an exercise to see the potential impact of changing a policy. Exploring a policy this
way allows for a better understanding of its features and intentions. This is particularly useful because different bodies might be responsible for drafting and making
decisions about a policy.
Hypothetical Use Case
“Testing a Vulnerability Management Process”: A government disclosure
decision process (GDDP), also known as a vulnerabilities equities process
(VEP), involves many parties, from governmental actors to potential advisors, the private sector, and more47. Through the formulation process, the
body drafting the policy might have consulted all of these parties. To gain
final approval, however, it might be useful to play through different cases.
This will allow stakeholders to experience the process for concrete (edge
case) vulnerabilities before it is passed because the devil is in the details
with such processes,48 and new concerns might have arisen since the parties were last consulted. Running a tabletop exercise on a draft GDDP/VEP
is therefore helpful for addressing final concerns, gathering support, or
even coming to the conclusion to go back to the drawing board (“policy
formulation” stage).

3.4 The “Policy Implementation” Stage
Once the policy’s details are clarified, the policy needs to be implemented. At the
“policy implementation” stage of a specific policy, all factors that hinder or favor a
smooth implementation must be considered. Policies, laws, and regulations are
translated into concrete facts, steps, or material achievements.49 Due to their defining features, (1) red team/blue team exercises, (2) tabletop exercises, and (3) simulations can strengthen the implementation process.
RB

Red Team/Blue Team Exercises
At this stage, red team/blue team exercises are applied to analyze and test the policy and its underlying processes that have just been implemented and identify factors that may hinder the successful policy implementation.
Hypothetical Use Case
“Password Protection Implementation Check”: Shortly after its implementation, decision-makers could, for example, use red team/blue team exercises to test whether staff members have implemented new password
protection procedures to increase the IT security of laboratories for vacci-
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ne development.50 If they were not implemented correctly, red team/blue
team exercises might help decision-makers determine why.
W

Workshops
At this stage, workshops can identify the important stakeholders responsible for
implementing policy in certain incidents. The discussion-based and speculative
format helps decision-makers talk through different scenarios, map out responsibilities, and examine what policies would be implemented. This can be useful to do
before designing a specific exercise with the target audience, who would implement
policies in reality.
Hypothetical Use Case
“Who Would Need To Train This Incident?”: Workshops can be used before
implementing another exercise, for example, a tabletop exercise, to see
whether everyone knows their responsibility. It is a good way to find the
right people who need to be in the room for a certain exercise to be effective. A workshop is discussion-based; hence, it is a great way to explore
a scenario with different experts and analyze who would be affected by
a certain incident and who would need to work together. One cannot test
whether the identified parties would work together but can prepare such
cooperation through the workshop.

T

Tabletop Exercises
Tabletop exercises are beneficial at the “policy implementation” stage as they can
check stakeholders’ familiarity with existing policies and procedures. This is due
to their discussion-based format, allowing participants to talk through the different policy options on the table using existing policies and strategies. The discussion-based format also provides for assessment steps taken during the implementation process. It may increase the understanding of the responsibilities of other
stakeholders responding simultaneously and where interdependencies come into play.
Hypothetical Use Case
“Educating On Policies And Responsibilities”: At the stage of “policy implementation,” tabletop exercises can be set up as educational, multi-stakeholder exercises. Decision-makers could use them to clarify whether
stakeholders, for example, from the private sector, civil society organizations, and government entities are aware of a certain policy in the first
place. After that, they could assess if the participants involved, such as a
certain government entity’s staff members, know about and understand
their responsibilities in the context of a newly implemented policy.
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S

Simulation
The “policy implementation” stage also benefits from simulations. Simulations may
be used at this stage to test policy and to ensure correct policy implementation. The
difference between tabletop exercises and simulations when testing policy at this
stage is that simulations offer means to test policies using “virtual or secured digital
network,”51 making the interaction between the technical and the strategic response
more real. Thus, stakeholders can see a policy’s impact on the technical level and in
other stakeholders’ responses. As simulation controls can be adjusted, a policy also
can be tested during the implementation phase under different conditions.
Hypothetical Use Cases
“Implementing The Disaster Response Plan”: If, for example, corporate decision-makers recently implemented a disaster recovery plan for continuing their mission-critical processes after a cyber incident, they could test
this new policy’s compliance. Simulating a cyber incident on their business systems may help decision-makers understand if and how employees follow the plan, for example, by activating the Emergency Response
Team and the Disaster Recovery Team right after the incident.52 Simulations replicate reality as much as possible using a “virtual or secured digital network,”53 making them cybersecurity exercises that effectively allow
participants to, for example, experience policy non-compliance’s impact.
“Identifying Problems In Policy Implementation”: Simulations are also
beneficial for working on implementation problems. When implementing
national response processes in cyber operations, decision-makers can,
for example, use simulations to see which factors hinder policy implementation in a specific case. These factors usually become apparent in different scenarios. For example, an IT security personnel shortage could hinder
effective response processes, particularly if a country suffers from multiple, simultaneous attacks. Another example of a hindrance to implementation is the stakeholders’ compliance with a policy. When implementing
a national response process, government entities must wait for an initial
forensic examination of a cyber operation before taking further action. A
simulation offers a safe environment for assessing whether this process
is understood and followed and, if not, why.
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3.5 The “Policy Evaluation” Stage
A policy proceeds to the “policy evaluation” stage after implementation. As its name
suggests, this stage evaluates policies and actions taken (for example, by the government) that have previously passed through the policy cycle.54 However, due to its
nature, a policy might loop back to the “problem definition” stage if a new problem
is identified during the evaluation. Due to their defining features, (1) red team/blue
team exercises, (2) workshops, (3) tabletop exercises, and (4) simulations are particularly effective to implement at this stage.
RB

Red Team/Blue Team Exercises
At this stage, red team/blue team exercises are applied to test policies. The difference to prior applications, particularly to the use of red team/blue team exercises
in the “policy implementation” stage, is that the respective cybersecurity policy has
already been in place for some time. Therefore, the exercise evaluates the policy
rather than how well it was implemented.
Hypothetical Use Case
“Responding With Existing Policy To New Attack Types”: A policy’s effectiveness can be evaluated by having a red team apply new forms of attacks, with the blue team responding them. Such new forms of attacks
can be related to the evolution of cybercrime. Cybercriminals used to only
encrypt files; nowadays, they also copy data and delete backups. This is
done to increase pressure and blackmail victims. Observers may find that
the blue team’s responses are no longer applicable to these attacks. While
a cybercriminal’s encryption can be mitigated by creating backups, this
approach does not work if copied data and backups are deleted. These
findings could then show that decision-makers need to update their respective policies.

W

Workshops
At the “policy evaluation” stage, workshops evaluate whether an existing policy is
sufficient, needs to be amended, or whether a new policy should be introduced due
to their collaborative, discussion-based, and open-ended nature.
Hypothetical Use Case
“Evaluating Existing Policy and Contemplating New Ones”: After implementing new policies, such as those addressing problems resulting from
digital transformation, decision-makers might organize a multistakeholder workshop to evaluate the status quo. They could ask participants from
different societal sectors whether they believe that the existing policy is
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sufficient to address challenges, such as those resulting from deploying
information and communication systems, leading to new vulnerabilities.
If workshop participants decide that these challenges are inadequately
addressed, the workshop will help identify the need for new policies.
T

Tabletop Exercises
The “policy evaluation” stage further benefits from tabletop exercises, which can
assess and test policies, for example, regarding their effectiveness.
Hypothetical Use Case
“Changing Threat Landscape”: An example of using tabletop exercises for
evaluation purposes would be to assess whether a cyber response policy
is appropriate for a changing threat landscape. The cyber threat landscape
may change due to situations such as new actors using malicious tools or
different tactics. Decision-makers would need to evaluate whether their
existing defense policies would still apply or need adaptation. Some cybercriminal groups are now not just encrypting data but also threatening
to publish the data. Hence, business decision-makers must ask whether
the protection policy is useful in such a case. Backups alone may not be
enough. Thus, such a scenario may assist in exploring to what extent the
policy needs evaluation.

S

Simulations
At the “policy evaluation” stage, simulations can be used to test policies. Contrasting discussion-based exercises, such as tabletop exercises, simulation test policies
are based on a “virtual or secured digital network”55 and enable decision-makers to
replicate reality.
Hypothetical Use Case
“Information Sharing Across Levels”: Decision-makers could, for example,
apply simulations to test EU-level cooperation processes. Thus, the simulation would test the cooperation between key national cybersecurity institutions and EU institutions, and the findings would feed into the new
policy’s overall evaluation. For example, national responsibilities might
have shifted since implementation, resulting in a policy changing. The virtual or secured digital network also permits an evaluation of how the policy response could affect different cooperation levels. It could, for example,
evaluate whether the information exchange on a strategic level works as
defined in the policy.56 By testing this, the policy can be evaluated.
The discussion shows that different cybersecurity exercises, from cyber
wargames to tabletop exercises, can be used for policy work, such as pol-
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icy-making, and to achieve policy objectives throughout the policy cycle
stages. To use exercises to their full potential, it is helpful to consider the
policy work’s scope (the policy work’s goal and the target audience) and in
which policy cycle stage the policy work can be placed. Answering these
questions guides decision-makers to certain types of cybersecurity exercises and helps them understand how their defining features can be
used depending on the stage. This approach helps to determine exercise
types for particular purposes. Thinking through each exercise’s defining
features then helps participants pick the best one for their purpose and
available time.
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4. Case Study: Exploring Cybersecurity
Exercises for Stiftung Neue Verantwortung
The international cybersecurity policy team at Stiftung Neue Verantwortung e. V.
(SNV) uses cybersecurity exercises for policy work at the “problem definition and
agenda-setting” stage and the “implementation phase” of the policy cycle. Those
are just two examples of how exercises can be used for policy work in think tanks.

W

RB

CW

4.1 Workshops to Put Election Security Threats and Policies on the
Agenda
As a think tank, one of SNV’s main tasks is to analyze the extent to which technology could impact society. Traditionally, SNV examines technological development’s
impact on elections through expert workshops and desk research, resulting in, for
example, the publication of the study “Securing Democracy in Cyberspace.”57 After
publication, it was soon noticed that it was important to increase the general awareness of new threats to elections and explore solutions not yet defined or implemented. This type of policy work was identified to be situated in the “problem definition
and agenda setting” stage – using cybersecurity exercises as an instrument to make
current and upcoming decision-makers, for example, in universities aware of the topic.
Using workshops as a cybersecurity exercise was deemed most appropriate for this
purpose as it allowed participants from different sectors to explore the roles played
in responses. It also allowed for discussing current policy options and how these
could tackle new threats in the most collaborative and open-ended way. Workshops
with current decision-makers aimed to put the problem of election security on the
agenda and increase awareness about potential new policies required to meet the
threat. For upcoming decision-makers in universities, the workshops were an instrument to educate on cybersecurity and specifically put election security on the
study agenda. Most German universities do not cover those topics in their studies yet.

W

RB

T

4.2 Workshops and (Virtual) Tabletop Exercises to Increase the
Understanding and Impact of Policies

S

Another way to use cybersecurity exercises as a think tank is to implement a workshop on country-specific cybersecurity policies and stakeholders to identify existing policies and responsibilities among stakeholders. The discussion-based format
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makes it easy for stakeholders to reflect, to progress from one topic to the next, not
being confined to a scenario per se but rather to gather and share information. Moreover, the workshop can aid in talking through different ideas for a scenario and help
identify a likely scenario and tasks for the following exercise. This information is
then used to design and run a tabletop exercise that is as realistic as possible. Here,
workshops and tabletop exercises complement each other, as tabletop exercises
are based on hypothetical scenarios that are constructed as realistically as possible.
The workshop part beforehand identified the topic, policies, and the stakeholders for
the tabletop exercise. SNV then uses tabletop exercises to understand the effects
of implementing existing policies through a specific scenario where responsibilities
and clear communication in a cyber incident are practiced.
In the tabletop exercise, participants representing different sectors respond to an
incident using existing policies to increase their understanding of the responsibilities and interdependencies among different stakeholders. By including stakeholders
from the government, the private sector, and civil society the exercise allows participants to learn about the implementation’s impact on other stakeholders’ responses
and see whether stakeholders comply with policies. Through interaction between
participants, the interdependencies between different stakeholder groups become
clear. In addition, the potential needs of specific stakeholders, such as clearer lines
of command, may be revealed, leading to discussions on how the policies can be
implemented better and more effectively.
At the “implementation” stage, tabletop exercises are conducted with the sole purpose of increasing the understanding of existing policies, their implementation, and
impact. In the tabletop exercise, the following questions are asked: “How does the
implementation of the policy affect the responses of other stakeholders?”, “what
has worked well?”, and “why or how could the policy be implemented better?” The
participating stakeholders train their own responses to existing policies, learn about
the implemented policies, or give feedback to, for example, the governmental group
focusing on whether the implemented policies are understandable.
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5. Guidance On Exploring Cybersecurity Exercises for Policy Work
Cybersecurity exercises are carried out for a variety of purposes. They can be a useful instrument for policy work (see “Cybersecurity Exercises and the Policy Cycle”).
They can contribute to identifying problems with a policy that should be addressed,
evaluating policies, or achieving policy objectives, such as increasing situational
awareness among different stakeholders and identifying weaknesses in systems.
The policy cycle stage during which the policy work occurs matters because the
different cybersecurity exercise types can be applied differently, depending on the
stage. They may also not be suitable for certain other stages or may work best in
combination (see “Cybersecurity Exercise Types – Mix and Match”). Looking at the
different exercise types by showing their defining features and analyzing their usage along with the policy cycle highlights that certain types are particularly beneficial to implement at certain policy cycle stages.

Exploring the potential application of cybersecurity exercises for policy
work showed that this is an instrument that decision-makers should consider when developing cybersecurity policies and/or aiming to achieve different cybersecurity policy goals.
Since policy work applications are diverse, decision-makers are advised to explore
cybersecurity exercises as potential policy work instruments by following these
three steps:

3 Guidance Steps
Explore Cybersecurity Exercises for Policy Work

1.
Scope
Work

2.
Identify
Stage

3.
Consider
Features

RB

W
S

T
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1.

Scope Out the Policy Work
Consider the policy work you aim to do and the target audience you want to reach.
It is helpful to scope out the policy work first, for example, by looking at the goal or
target audience before considering exercises as potential instruments to achieve
the goal. Policy work can aim to achieve policy objectives and develop policies (further). When using exercises to achieve policy objectives, it is important to define
those policy objectives clearly and know what stakeholders will be the target audience. An example is the goal of increasing situational awareness of cyber threats
among small- and medium-sized enterprises. The goal should be achieved after applying an exercise (for example, increased awareness of small- and medium-sized
enterprises). Before choosing exercises, knowing the goals and target audience is
crucial for exploring whether other instruments are better suited.
Policy work can, however, also be the identification of a policy problem, the analysis
of a problem, the development of the policy itself, or the evaluation of a policy. Here,
exercises could be explored to do this policy work; the goal is to test staffer compliance on a specific response strategy within a business. In this case, the goal would
be achieved if it is determined whether or not staffers comply with the policy.
Once the scope of the policy work is clear, decision-makers can move one step closer to knowing whether exercise is the best instrument to achieve their policy work
goals.

2.

Identify Stage Of Use
Identify where your policy work is best situated on the policy cycle.
This step identifies at what stage of the policy cycle the policy work is situated. The
scope of the policy work mostly gives some clues on where the work is situated.
When aiming to work on and test policy compliance, it is clear that the policy is already implemented. Therefore, it leaves the option to look for exercise types that
can be applied in the “implementation” or “evaluation” phases of the policy cycle. Increasing situational awareness among small- and medium-sized companies can be
explored at the start of the policy cycle. In the “problem definition” phase, exercises
can assist small- and medium-sized companies in understanding the problems they
are dealing with and increase their awareness without necessarily working on a con-
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crete policy. Once the policy work is placed on the policy cycle, decision-makers can
explore which exercise type in the chosen stage would be best suited.

3.

Consider The Defining Features For Your Needs
Which exercise type is the best to achieve the policy work goal?
At this step, becoming familiar with the defining features of each exercise type and
how they could complement each other helps one pick the best exercise type(s) to
achieve the policy work goal. For example, decision-makers may want to test if employees comply in the case of a cyber incident. A cyber incident is a technical event
that a simulation can best represent due to its virtual or secured digital network,
which constitutes its defining feature. Another example would be a case aimed at
increasing awareness and prioritizing threats or solving problems for small- and
medium-sized enterprises. A workshop may be the best fit for this subject matter
because it allows for explorations and helps identify threats and learn about them.
It also prioritizes which threats may affect the business and increase situational
awareness.
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